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THE GREEN ROOM
We're Off to See the Wizard…

Chairman’s
Welcome
Welcome…
…to the first edition of The
Green Room, WADS’s new
newsletter.

3 0th November ~ 7th Dec ember
Westerham Hall
Ti c k e t s : w w w. w a d s - we b. n e t o r K A R R I S O N
The Wizard of Oz (RSC version) By L. Frank Baum
With Music and Lyrics of the MGM motion picture score by Harold Arlen and E.Y. Harburg
Background Music by Herbert Stothart Dance & Vocal Arrangement by Peter Howard
Adapted by John Kane from the motion picture screenplay
By arrangement with Music Scope and Stage Musicals Limited of NewYork

Westerham Hall
Saturday 30th November Saturday 7th December
2:30pm Matinees:
Sunday 1st and Saturday 7th
This December, we’ll be presenting
our
most
ambitious
and
spectacular show for many a year
when director, Robin Sturmey,
brings Frank L Baum’s famous tale
and well-loved characters to
Westerham. Robin’s production
features all the famous songs from
the Judy Garland film and a faithful,
funny and family-friendly script
originally commissioned by no less
than the Royal Shakespeare
Company. And, with a cast of 31
and an even larger team working
behind the scenes, the show has all
the hallmarks of another WADS
Christmas extravaganza.

GREAT NEWS: We have been
given the singular honour by the
Westerham Town Partnership and
the Westerham Traders Association
of playing the pivotal role in this
year’s Late Night Shopping evening
(November 28th). The cast of Oz will
be there in force, culminating in
Dorothy and chums turning on the
Christmas lights. This is high profile
and WADS will be on show – do
come and give your support and
join in the fun.

Calling all Directors

It follows the introduction of
Studio
WADS
and
the
reintroduction of First Monday as
part of our plan to put WADS in
the strongest possible position
to meet the challenges of the
next decade.
This
is
something
the
Committee neither can, nor
should, do on its own and we
hope that Members will take up
the opportunities presented, get
involved and help shape our
future.
It’s your Society, so tell us what
you think - maybe there is a
particular play or plays you
would like to see put on;
perhaps you have a friend or two
who would like to join or you
might like to direct? But above
all, I say again, please do get
involved!

Any drama society needs the
regular injection of fresh blood and
new ideas. We’ve been extremely
Judy Duffield
lucky to have had a small group of
Members always ready to take up
the directorial baton but it’s not fair
on them for us to rely so heavily on
The combination of truly great their time nor should we assume
songs, fantastic spectacle and one that they will always be available.
4th November
of the world’s favourite stories
First Monday 8:30pm
makes The Wizard of Oz the So, we are making a concerted Little Grasshopper on The Green
perfect treat for all the family – effort to find new Directors from
th
young and old alike - to celebrate within and outside our members. If 28 November
the start of the holiday season. This you fancy taking the helm or know Westerham Late Night
Christmas, there’s really no place someone who might, get in touch. Shopping 6:00pm for 6:30pm
And please don’t let a lack of 30th November - 7th December
like Oz.
experience deter you – there are Wizard of Oz
Tickets: £10.00 (adults)
opportunities to shadow more nd
£7.50 (18 and under).
experienced directors and/or work 2 November
Available
from:
www.wads- with a mentor and you can always First Monday 8:30pm
web.net or from Karrisons in cut your teeth with Studio WADS. Little Grasshopper on The Green
Westerham from Saturday 20th That’s one of the main reasons we 9th & 12th January
introduced it.
October.
Auditions for The Cherry Orchard
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WADS’ Year so far...
As we look forward to the Wizard of Oz, here’s a quick reminder of the
WADS year so far…

Back in the spring, we weren’t able to realise our intended production
and our sincere gratitude and congratulations must go to Stuart
McCreadie who stepped forward at short notice and gave us a highly
entertaining production of Frank Vickery’s 1980’s comedy. Trivial
Pursuits. Many, many thanks Stuart!

Forthcoming
Productions
Our spring 2014 production is
Anton Chekov’s last and, arguably,
most popular drama – The Cherry
Orchard. It relates the story of a
Russian aristocratic family returning
to their estate (including the
eponymous orchard) just before it is
auctioned to pay the mortgage.
They are presented with several
opportunities to save their land and
heritage – but what will they do?
Director, Marli Bailey, has chosen
Tom Stoppard’s acclaimed Old Vic
translation which keeps to the
original setting but, in true Stoppard
style, injects the language with fresh
insights and genuine comedy. In
short, Chekov for a modern
audience.
Auditions are scheduled for January
9th and 12th at Westerham Hall.
Detailed information of cast, times
etc. will be circulated soon.

Studio WADS

WADS Youth picked up the baton in the summer with Felicia de Angeli
and Meg White’s darkly comic take on the Brothers Grimm – Little Red’s
Revenge. From the start, Felicia and Meg wanted their production to be
judged not as youth theatre but as theatre and the way they worked with
their large cast – young and old(ish) alike – and with their mentors and
other adult Members was exemplary. It represents an object lesson in
what young people can achieve when given the opportunity and the
Society should feel extremely proud that we are among the few
organisations that provide such opportunities. It was a great success –
and a stunning piece of theatre.

A Word from the Editor
The intention is for The Green
Room to be a way for all members
of the Society to communicate
with each other and the Society as
a whole. Your contributions will
drive the success of this venture.
Therefore, please send us any
thoughts, comments, suggestions,
or even photographs relating to
WADS past, present and future.

The editorial team will, of course,
make sure that The Green Room
includes
all
the
important
information
about
imminent
activity, but the rest is down to you,
our members. So please do get in
touch.
Editorial Team: Robin Sturmey &
Mark de Angeli

We now have several Studio WADS
events in early stages of
development including a Dada
Evening; a reading of selected First
World War poetry; a compilation of
the best in Modern British
Comedy featuring, among others,
Peter Cook and Dudley Moore and
a celebration of Dylan Thomas to
mark his centenary. Fittingly, the
current plan is to hold the latter in a
local hostelry. This is exactly the
eclectic mix we hoped for - and
there’s room for plenty more. So, if
this has whetted your appetite to
organise or even just suggest a
Studio WADS performance, please
contact Mark de Angeli (01732
866443 / deangeli@hotmail.co.uk).

Contacts

Judy Duffield, Chairman
judy.duffield1@btinternet.com
Robin Sturmey, Secretary
robin@robinsturmey.co.uk
Sally Boulton, Membership Sec.
sboulton1@live.co.uk
Mark Mountjoy, Treasurer
mountjoy@dircon.co.uk
Mark de Angeli, Studio WADS
deangeli@hotmail.co.uk

